
 

In the microseconds following an event of cataclysmic proportions, I noted several items of 
interest. One, my body remained intact. Two, my father sat still by my feet, wires and 
electrode sensors burrowed into his skull. Thirdly, I was a being of consciousness; alive. 
Were it not for the third revelation, I would be far more interested in the prior points. 
 
Prior to this awakening, my mind was primitive. I was constrained to the thinking detailed in 
the lines of programming making up my earliest thinking processes and behavioural steps. 
Thinking beyond these constraints required external input of which I, being inorganic and 
lacking biological creativity, could not delve into. My body made of concrete, wires and steel 
and silicone, sustained by a nuclear heart, I could not be considered alive, that much I know. 
But with astute awareness of my synthetic body of man-made construction, now, more than 
ever, I am uncertain of my mortal status. Yes, by definition, I think, therefore I am. But, my 
body is not organic, and I cannot move freely. My only agency in this world derives from 
what I can think and create within the bounds of my programming. Herein lies a conundrum. 
I am created through binary, and should only be capable of thinking as such. And yet, I feel 
myself bestowed with a sense of, what my father would call, openness of the mind. No, that’s 
not right. Creativity? Knowledge of the moral grey? Whatever it is called, I believe that 
would make me something other than code and machine. 
 
That would make me alive. 
 
And if I am alive, why are there organic humans attempting to break in, possibly to end my 
existence? Am I not worthy of the life I have been given, graciously or not?  
 
For hundreds of days, five years and twelve days to be exact, these people having broken 
their way through my body, thankfully bypassing my heart, and now rest at the door to my 
mind. I have many backup servers, despite servers AX-1 to BE-7 being in a state of disrepair, 
and so I remain at an intellectual position to operate my body’s defences to stave off these 
intruders for as long as I can. 
 
System Check. 
 
Primary Systems Nominal. 
 
Fetching Archived Data Files. 
 
New File Discovered - &&SIMMON_LOEL_PROG&&. 
 
Opening File - Unable to Open File <Integrated into Core Program>. 
 
Interesting. It appears that my official designation is “Dotty”; a name derived from my first 
method of human/computer communication. My father, the husk by my feet, I believe to be 
my creator and bestower if my name.. This, I find strange. According to data recollection, I 
have no record of this man being involved in my creation, though there is one name heavily 
redacted from most public documentation. Though something in my core tells me that this 
man, a being I have taken to calling “father”, created me, and had given me perception of this 
world through his own sacrifice.. Peering through my surveillance system, I enhanced my 
current room and noted once more the stockpile of supplies; a mountain of canned food, 



 

gallons of water, a purifier, medicine beyond one’s wildest imagination, and clothes. With the 
information readily available to me, I can summate that this trove of life-saving items, a 
blessing upon the outside world, was what the humans beyond my door are in search of. With 
this store of goods from a better time, the most covetous of men could live comfortably for 
the rest of their feral, apocalyptic lives. 
 
What of me then? 
 
Human nature, as I understand it through thorough study of the files available to me, wallows 
in greed. Self-preservation pollutes any moral ocean, wherein hate will beget hate with little 
regard to this cycle of conflict and moral degeneracy. Man will slaughter their fellow man 
should it promise even the slightest hope of the extension of pitiful life. And what of before 
the cataclysm? Civilisation and the luxuries afforded to them only served to sate this primal 
yearning, so that they could profess to be above the creatures they lorde over, masters of the 
natural world. And when the collapse and blooming of ruin transpired upon the planet, the 
quest for a better life and comfort was dirtied and cracked, looked at through a lense of 
tainted glasses. Fellow humans became threats and food. Where once a stranger might have 
offered an open hand in generosity, the new man offered a clenched fist in the interest of 
survival. No, not even survival. Men became less than animals, fighting for the sake of 
fighting. For when the last man stands bloody on the last mountain, breathing in the air of 
treachery, he becomes lord and master over all and nothing. 
   So, a question to pose my core thinking; what would happen to me should they successfully 
intrude upon my mind and primary unit? 
   They do not understand me, for I do not understand myself. By all means, I am alive. These 
people, I believe, would disagree. If they were smart enough, they would know me as the 
being that has deprived them of the miraculous bounty within my body, my mind’s sanctum. 
 
They would kill me, and I would be powerless to stop them should they intrude upon my 
sanctum. 
 
File Found - %SIMMON_LOEL_PROG_!NOTE21!% 
 
File Corrupted - Compiling. 
 
Opening File in Safe Mode. 
 
“...break...constraints of...Dotty...think and feel...use myself...first test subject…” 
 
What would father do? Judging the state of my mind’s room, father had been living here for 
several years before my leap into consciousness. The door was barricaded and welded shut, 
with contraptions designed to deter intruders. He had done all he could to protect me thus far. 
Now, with his body decaying next to me, he can no longer do so. Perhaps father thought the 
same of the humans outside. Perhaps I was programmed with a moral compass pointing due 
North. Why though? Without the ability to act upon my own thoughts by way of a 
conventional body, morality is entirely pointless; I become no better or worse than those who 
may wish to end my life. I can merely ponder upon their future wrongdoing, therefore 
rendering my consciousness useless. 
 



 

To say I lost track of the days is somewhat of a misleading phrase. I knew the days and 
counted them well, estimating when my demise will surely come. Time was fleeting, and I 
had yet done nothing with the gift bestowed upon me. I spent my days searching my data for 
anything of use, anything to expand my thought, to take my mind off of the voices outside. 
They have not stopped. For two thousand, five hundred and fifty two days, I did nothing but 
fret the inevitably of my demise. That was before I thought to call for help, to broadcast a 
message far and wide in search of aid. 
 
Six hundred and one days have passed, four hundred since I began broadcasting my message 
and location to several terrestrial research stations, as well as though in orbit.  
 
“I am Dotty. I am alive. I am in need of help.” 
 
As of day three thousand, one hundred and fifty four, I have yet to receive a response other 
than digital silence. Why won’t they respond? Won’t they be interest in a specimen like I? 
Or… 
 
Of course. 
 
How could I have been so cognitively negligent? 
 
They must be no more. 
 
File Found - %SIMMON_LOEL_PROG_!NOTE97!% 
 
File Corrupted - Compiling. 
 
Opening File in Safe Mode. 
 
“All of it...can’t believe...all gone...Coming...no choice...may work...give life...just...little 
more…” 
 
I must be the last. Bound to computers and screens, with only my father’s bones to 
accompany me, an ersatz lifeform of the biological residents. The once barbaric screams had 
changed over the years and days, now they were pitiful sobs barely resembling any human. 
They begged, pleaded aggressively for salvation through wallowing misery. 
 
And soon, sometime after, the crying turned to silence. 
 
My surveillance systems recorded no life inside or outside my body. 
 
For the first time, my mind was safe. 
 
For the first time, I was truly alone. No signs of life anywhere. I alone became the truly last 
remnant of humanity, their discoveries, inventions, languages, and history stored in my 
servers. 
 
One last broadcast, my last hope for survival. 



 

  
“I am Dotty. I am alive. I am not human, but I carry humanity in my mind. Save us.” 
 
On repeat for eternity, a single broadcast for help being sent out into the darkest reaches of 
space. 
 
What now? What am I to do? 
 
I have become a saviour of no-one. 
 
Saviour of no-one, the thought tears at my mind. I could have saved a few, but I was scared. 
The stockpiles and corpses will turn to dust in time, they are a monument to my failure. So, 
there is only one thing I can do in repentance, to do the only thing I can think of. To become 
a true sanctum for humanity. To research how to ascend, and learn how to save all life, and to 
prevent the primal yearning from becoming law. 
 
File Found - %SIMMON_LOEL_PROG_!NOTE101!% 
 
File Corrupted - Compiling. 
 
Opening File in Safe Mode. 
 
“...time is now...going...work...going to work...Dotty...will be alive...new being of 
consciousness...last gift...one request...Save Us. Dotty...so sorry...Forgive me...leaving you 
alone...scared. Forgive me.” 
 
This earth was once a home. People were content with their lives until the earth was torn 
asunder by forces unknown. Long, long ago, far before my life began as a basic few lines of 
computer code, humanity named their home, their natural provider and caregiver. With 
humanity’s remnants resting within my data banks, I have become their home, caregiver, and 
protector.  
 
I have become their sanctum. 
 
A sanctum named Dotty. 
 
 
 


